
OLD MAN 
An Old Soul 

 

Age: 8+ years 

Sex: Male 

Weight: 50 pounds 

Breed: Shepherd-Lab Mix   

 

PERSONALITY 
The Timid But Adaptable Dog 
Shy Dogs tend to react very well to lots of 
praise, treats, encouragement, and introducing 
them to new people, places, or experiences at a 
slower pace. Shy Dogs will not enjoy loud, 
chaotic environments and may become 
insecure, fearful, or aggressive without gentle 
treatment. He will need lots of reassurance that 
he is safe, secure, and loved. 
This personality type is easiest to train, since 
they have such a strong desire to please. They 
are friendly without being overly exuberant 
and they mind their people. They tend to get 
along with people, other dogs, and cats, and can 
make great therapy dogs due to their calm, 
loving nature. 
 

 

HEALTH & GROOMING 
Because of his breed Old Man has short-medium 
hair which occasionally sheds due to stress or 
change of seasons. He needs and loves to be 
brushed daily in addition to receiving baths 
twice a month. Bathing tends to be an 
experience that can cause anxiety due to his 
arthritis and age therefore, pet grooming is 
recommended but only by someone whom is 
trusted or known to care for older dogs. He 
requires annual vet visits although up to date 
on vaccines. Old Man needs medication for his 
aging joints and depending on the vet he/she 
may require further testing simply because of 
his age. Otherwise, Old Man is very easy going 
and requires not much besides food and love 
while enjoying his senior years. 
 

 

ABOUT THE OWNER 

Found on the side of the road alone trying to get 
into random cars Old Man was taken in by us 
while attempting to find his owner. No luck we 
believe he may have been dumped after his 
owner may have passed or gotten sick. He 
would make a great addition to any home as he 
is laid back and loves to sleep. Help give this old 
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soul a furever home to live out the best days of 
his life. 

 


